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What’s his Name?

Rumplestil...?
 Happiness  is

more valuable
than Gold. Can

the Prince travel
to the End of the
World, learn the

little man’s name
and save the day?

Once there was a
miller who loved to
brag about his
beautiful daughter.
A greedy King
overheard him
saying his daughter
was so gifted she
could spin straw
into gold. The King
immediately
promised the miller his daughter could marry the prince...if she could really spin gold.

Of course the young girl could not spin gold from straw, no human could do that, but a little
man with magic spells appeared. He would spin the gold if she would make a promise. Fool-
ishly, the girl agreed. The gold was spun. There was a fancy wedding. Everyone was happy
until the little man appeared again to claim his prize.



RUMPLESTILTSKIN
A Marionette Play

based on a Fairytale
Shows are Weekdays and Sturdays



RUMPLESTILTSKIN ?



Can you spin Straw into Gold?



Can the Princess get away from
Rumpelstiltskin?



Can the Prince and Princess meet?





Rumpelstiltskin--
What does his name mean?

His name is a combination of middle
German words: Rumpel means creased
or wrinkled; steln means to steal; kin
means small.

He’s a “little wrinkled thief”!



folktale
fairy tale
traditional
miller

trickster
castle
tower
straw

spinster
spinning wheel
Grimm Brothers
Magic spell

--he sold all the gold the castle could hold.
gold, hold, sold

exaggerate
embellish
jest
lie

when the miller’s daughter tries to
spin straw into gold.








